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Overview

The aim of this document is to analyse the existing monitoring tools for the Disk
Pool Manager (DPM), a lightweight solution for disk storage management. This
work is part of the tasks of Grid Storage System Deployment Working Group
(GSSD)1, that discusses how the storage classes as defined in SRM v2.2 can be
implemented at sites of all Tiers. In particulary, the sub-group Monitoring is tryng
to come up with a first list of information that can be extracted from currently
available MSS management tools and with a first prototype of indipendent inter-
face that can be used to create "sensors" that could store the relative info to be
displayed initially with SAM or GridView.

Existing Tool

The main monitoring tool for DPM is dpm-qryconf, it displays the Disk Pool
Manager configuration. For each pool, dpm-qryconf displays two lines.
The first one gives:

� the pool name;

� the default amount of space reserved for a file;

� the threshold (in %) at which the garbage collector is started;

� the threshold (in %) at which the garbage collector is stopped;

� the default lifetime;

� the default pin time;

� the maximum lifetime;

� the maximum pin time;

� the File System Selection policy name;

� the Garbage Collection policy name;

� the Request Selection policy name;

� the group id if the pool is restricted;

� the space type: V (for Volatile), D (for Durable) or P (for Permanent);

� the Migration Policy name;

� the retention policy: R (for Replica), O (for Output) or C (for Custodial).

1https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GSSD
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The second one gives:

� the capacity of the disk pool.

� the amount of free space of the disk pool.

After each pool description, the filesystems belonging to the pool are listed giving:

� the server name;

� the filesystem name;

� the capacity;

� the amount of free space;

� the filesystem’s status.

Another useful tool for retrive information is dpns-getacl. It gets the Access Con-
trol List associated with a DPNS directory/file. For each path, it displays:

� the file name;

� owner;

� the group;

� the Access Control List (ACL) if present.

If a directory has a default ACL, dpns-getacl also displays the default ACL. Regular
files cannot have default ACLs.
The output looks like:

# file: filename
# owner: username
# group: groupname
user::perm
user:uid:perm
group::perm
group:gid:perm
mask:perm
other:perm
default:user::perm
default:user:uid:perm
default:group::perm
default:group:gid:perm
default:mask:perm
default:other:perm
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The first user entry gives the permissions granted to the owner of the file. The fol-
lowing user entries show the permissions granted to specific users, they are sorted
in ascending order of uid.
The first group entry gives the permissions granted to the group owner of the file.
The following group entries show the permissions granted to specific groups, they
are sorted in ascending order of gid.
The mask entry is the maximum permission granted to specific users or groups. It
does not affect the owner and other permissions.
Default entries associated with a directory are inherited as access ACL by the files
or sub-directories created in that directory. Sub-directories also inherit the default
ACL as default ACL. As soon as there is one default ACL entry, the 3 default ACL
base entries (default user, default group, default other) must be present.

Other useful information

There is other information that would be useful to know, but at the moment there’s
no tool for the retrieval. We divide this information in two categories. The first
one, useful principally for a site admin, is "stats about performances and status
of the system". The second one is "information about the protocol available to
access/transport files".
Performance and Status information:

� capacity of the filesystems RDONLY;

� amount of reserved space;

� number of transfers for each file;

� number of requests for each file;

� number of requests processed;

� number of movements on each pool;

� number of active users;

� number of files per VO;

� amount of occupied space per VO/role/user;

� amount of occupied space for each directory/file;

� max accesibility latency, i.e. maximal time it will take the system to get any
file ready for transfer.

Access protocol’s information:

� type of access protocol;
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� network endpoint of the protocol;

� protocol version;

� function supported by the protocol.
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